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DUAL GROUPS OF LOCALLY COMPACT
ABELIAN GROUPS

By SUNG Ho OH

The theory of topological groups has been studied by many mathematicians,

for example, EIlis [lJ, Husain [2J, Pontrjagin [3J, etc. In particular, dual

groups of topological groups are studied by WU [4J and Bourbaki.
In this paper, we shall study about Hausdorff locally compact abelian top

ological groups. In order to do this, in § 1 we shall prove a proposition about

S-topology (Proposition 1. 1), in § 2 we verify that the dual group of a Haus

dorff locally compact abelian topological group is Hausdorff, locally compact

and abelian (Theorem 2.6) using our lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 and in § 3. We pr

ove that (a) the dual group of a compact Hausdorff abelian topological group

is a discrete abelian topological group, (b) the dual group of a discrete abe·

lian topological group is compact (Theorem 3. 1) and illustrate some examples

for Theorem 3. 1 (Examples 3. 2"'3. 4).
Throughout this paper we shall assume that G is a topological group with·

out any statements.

§ 1. S-topologies

Let G be a topological group with topology U. Then GG=D Gp where Gg,.G
is equal to G. is a topological group with product topology. The product to-

pology has the subbase which is the set of all

T({g}, U) = { ffGGI!(g)fU}

where gfG and U an open subset of G, i. e., U E'lJ.

Let S is the set of all closed subsets of G. That is, FfS if and only if the
complement of F( =Fc is in'lJ. Consider the family; IT(.M; U) = {ffC(G, G) I
fCM) cU}}, where CCG, G) = {ffGGlf is continuous} and M runs over Sand

U over 'lJ. The topology which has IT CM, U)} as a subhase is called the S

topology of G.
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For each g£G, there are two continuous automorphisms rg and Ig of G wh
ich are defined as follows:

~:~ ~:~
UJ UJ UJ UJ
:x--t'xg x-+g:t

Then the map 1J,:G-+GG (g -+ re) (1J,: G-+GG (g -+ It)) will be called

the right (left) canonical embedding into GG, where GC is a topological gr

oup with product topology as before. In this case, G is homeomorphic with 7J,

(G) (7J, (G»cGG• Furthermore, G is homeomorphic to a subset of e(G,G),

is a topological group with relative topology induced from the product topol

ogy of (P. We shall put P=the product topology of (p and S=the S-topo
legy on C(G, G). Then, if G is a Tr-space, we can easily see that the re

lative topology on C(G, G) from P is coarser than the S-topology on C(G,

G). That is,

l1=PCST on G.

PROPOSITION 1.1. If Sf is the family of all closed subsets with nonempty

interiors, and if Sf denotes the S-toPology, then follorving hold.

(i) SfT C ST

(ill If G is a regular space then S~:::JP=l1

GB) If G is a normal space then ST=ST:::JP=l1.

Proof. The Subhase of the Sf-topology on C(G, G) is the family {T (M, U)},

where M runs over Sf and U runs over '/J. Since S'cS S'-rCST is obvious.

Next. let G be a regular space. Then G is a T l-space, and thus each po

int of G is a closed subset of G. The family {T(x,U)={rglgEG, rg(x)=

o xgEO}} is tIle suhbase of the topology P='/J on G, where UE'lt. Since XES

T,(x, U)EST, which means that PCST' Since G is regular, for each XEG and

an open neighborhood Vex) there exists an open neighborhood U(x) of x

such that U(x)c V(x) , where U(x) is the closure of U(x). In this case

V(x) ESf
• Since x(i,(x)

T,(V(x),°U) (EST on G)cT,(x,U) (EP on G), where

T,(V(x),U) = {rglgfG, rg(V(x)cU}. Since

n V(x)=x,
.s~V{z)
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bacause of that as in the diagram

\

G- Vex) (a closed subset of G) and x are separated by' two: disjoint open
.~

sets, that is, there exists an open subset VI (x) such~ that ~XE VI (x) C V(x), .

we have

UTr(V(x),U) =Tr(x,U) .
...,V(",)

Therefore Tr(x, U) (EP on G) is an open subset in the topology s~ on G,

and thus PES;'. Let G be a normal space. By (i) and (ii). it suffices to prove

that STCS;' for (ill). Let a closed subset F of G have no any interior poi
nts. As in the diagram

G--,".-----_.... ,,, .,.,. --- .- -- .... , ;. ,. - /"
I , r -----.." I -+--
" 'V,:F' F ,,' / V(FJ, , ,

'\, ...... _-_ .... /..... ,.... _-_ .. ~

we take an open neighborhood V (F) of F, then G-V(F) Ca closed s~bset

of G, and F n(G-V (F)) =9) -and F are separated by two:disjoint open"'sub

sets. Thus there is an open subset VI (F) such that FCVI(F) IcV(F).

In this case V(F) and VI(F) are in S. Since

() V(F)=F
FCVCF)
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we have nTrCV(F), U) =TrCF,U),
FcV(F)

where TrCF,U) = {rglgEG, rg(F)eU}. Therefore we haveSTeST. q.e.d.

§ 2. Dual Groups

DEFINITION 2. 1. Let G and R be an abelian (additive) topological group

and the topological group consisting of all real numbers, respectively. For the

set Z of all integers RIZ is the one-dimensional torus. H;;: G -> RIZ is a

continuous homomorphism, then;; is called a character of G. The set of all

characters of G is called the dual group of G, written G'.

For 01 and OaEG and XEG we define

(01 +(2) (x) =01 (x) +02(X) ,

then with this addition G' is an abelian (additive) group. Furthermore, by S

topology (§ 1) G' becomes a topological group. (Note that if G is a Haus

dorff space then the S-topology is the compact open topology i. e, the k-topolo

gy). In particular, if G is a Hausdorff space then G' is also a Hausaorff

space.

DEFINITION 2. 2. A subset U of a group G is said to be symmetric if U=
U-I. In this case G is an abelian group, U is symmetric if U=-U.

LEMMA 2. 3. Let e be the identity of a topological group G. Then for each

open neigbhorlwod W of e there exists a symmetric open neigbhorhood U of

e suck that

U·,······U·.eW,

where si=±1 for i=1,2, ······n.

Proof. At first, we shall prove the existence of U. Let {V} be a funda

mental system of open neighborhoods of e. For each VE {V}, since G is a to

pological group V-I is also an open neighborhood of e. Put u=vnv-I,
then U is a symmetric open neighborhood of e, since U-l= (Vn V-I) = V-In

(V-I)-l=v-Inv. Thus each V contains a symmetric open neighborhood of

e. This means that there is a fundamental system {U} of symmetric neighbo

rhood of e.

In a topological group the mapping GxG -> G({x,y) -> xy-l) is continu

ous. Therefore, for each open subset W containing e there exists a symmetric

open neighborhood UI such that UIUI-IeW. Put WI=Ul UI-I, which is an
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-()pen subset containing e. Then, by the same reason as above there exists a

:symmetric open neighborhood U2 of e such that U2U2-IC WI• Repeating this

way, we get a symmetric open neighborhood U such that U·,······U·aC w:
-q. e. d.

LEMMA 2.4. Rand R/Z are locally 1wmeomorphic.

P .~ F h .. . 1· m-I . R/ZrDOJ. or eac poSItIve mteger m, - m IS ----;n- m .

As in the diagram

R,
o 1

m

-an open neighborhood (-~' ,;) of 0 in R is homeomorphic to the open

neighborhood (m;l,,;) (see the above diagram). Thus Rand R/Z are

locally homeomorphic. q. e. d.

DEFINITION 2. 5. (Equicontinuous set) Let E and F be two topological

:spaces. A family L of functions in C(E, F)cFE where F is a uniform space,

is called an equicontinuous set at xEE if for each element V in the uniformity of

F there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that (f(y), f(x»)fV for all

yEU and fEL ([l}.....{3]).

The P-closure (P=product topology) of an equicontinuous set in FE is also

.equicontinuous. On each equicontinuous set in C(E, F) , the relative topology

'Of k coincide with the relative topology of P. Above equicontinuous sets there

is the Ascoli's theorem ([2]) such that if E is a Hausdorff locally compact

topological space and F a Hausdorff uniform space, and a subset L of C(E,

F) with the k-topology then L is k-compact if and only if
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(a) G is klosed,

(b) for each xEE the closure of the set {f(x) IfEL} is

compact in F.
(c) L is equicontinuous.

THEoREM 2. 6. If G is a locally compact HausdOl'jf ahelian topological

group, then its dual groop G' i$ also a locally compact Hausdm1f ahelian

topological group.

Proof. Since the dual group G' is a Hausdorff abelian topological group.

we have to prove that G' is locally compact. To do this, we take U which

is a neighborhood of 0 of G such that U is compact. Let Vm be an open

neighborhood of 0 in RIZ such that Vm= {xERIZ l-;'<x<~, m is a po

sitive integer} (see Lemma 2.4.), and let

(RIZ)",={x'EG'lx'(X)EVm for XEU}.
Then (RIZ)", is an open neighborhood of 0' of G' in the k-topology. We

want to prove that (RIZ)m is compact in the k-topology. Using Lemma 2.

3, we can prove that there is an open neighborhood U1 of 0 of G such that

for all x'E(RIZ)m and X.YE Uh x-yE U1 implies

Ix' (x-y) I=Ix' (x)-x' (y) I<e.
This means that (RIZ) m is equicontinuous (Definition 2. 5. ). By the above

remark. (RIZ)m in the P-topology is also equicontinuous. Therefore (RIZ) ..

in the k-topology is also equicontinuous. Note that RIZ is a uniform space.

Since RIZ is compact. for each XEG and any subset H of G. H(x) = fj(x) I
fEll} is relatively compact in RIZ. Thus, by the Ascoli's Theorem (RIZ) ..
in the k-topology is kompact. and hence the identity 0' of G' has a com

pact k-open neighborhood (RIZ)m' Since G' is a topological group, it is a

locally compact space. q. e. d.

§ 3. Examples

By Theorem 2.6. if G is a Hausdorff locally compact abelian topological

group then so is its dual group G'.

THEoREM 3. 1. Under the abt:me situation

(i) if G is compact then G' is discrete.

(ii) if G is discrete then G' is compact
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(Note that a discrete space is locally compact).

Proof. For (i) suppose that G is compact. We want to prove that there

exists an open neighborhood V of 0 of R/Z such that T(G, V) = {O'}. Let

us putV={ZiR/ZI-;-<.x<;;, m is a"'positiveinteger} (see Lemma 2.4).

Assume that T(G, V) =I: {O'}, then there is an element .x'~T(G, V) such that

for some XEG x' (x) =1:0. Then by Lemma 2.3, there exists an open neigh

borhood VI of 0 of R/Z such that

tv; cV, V;=VI for i=l, 2. ······n,
;=1

and nx' (x) > ;- for a large positive integer n. But then we have nx' (x) =
x' (nx)fV (see Lemma 2.3).

This is contrary to the choice of n and VI, and thus .x' (.x) =0 i e., .x'=0'.
For (ii), assume that G is discrete. Then to} is a compact open neighbor

hood of 0 of G. Thus for each neighhorhood V of 0 of R/Z and for each

x'~G'.x (0)=0 ~ V. This means that T({O}, V)=G=G is compact (see

theorem 2. 6) . Thus the proof of (ii) is completed.

EXAMPLE 3. 2. The dual group R of R is homeomorphic to R.
Proof. Recall that R is a one-dimensional vector space over itself. Each

linear transformation f:R-+R is a continuous homomorphism. Let p:R-+R/Z
be the canonical projection. Then p is a continuous homomorphism. For a

linear transformation f: R-+R pf:R-+R/Z is a character of R. It is easily
proved that each character of R has the form pi for some linear transform

ation.

Let M(R) be the set of all linear transformations from R to R. Then the

topological space M(R) with k-topology is homeomorphic to R.

If for two linear transformations f*g~M(R) then pl*pg. Hence R'=::M

(R) as topological groups. Hence R'=R and R' is also a Hausdorff locally

compact ahelian topological group.

ExAMPLE 3. 3. Let R be a discrete ahelian topological group consisting of

all real numbers. Then R' is equal to M(R) as sets. But with the k-topology

given on R' it is compact.

EXAMPLE 3. 4. Let Z be a discrete ahelian topological group consisting of
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all integers. Then Z is homeomorphic to S', where S/ is the one-dimensional

space.

Proof. For each linear transformation ffM(R) f/Z is a continuous homo

morphism from Z to R/Z. In fact, f is a some real number O'JfR, and for

mfZ f(m) = (Jlm. mod. Z. For -; and m+ ~ and et:Z

: =(m+;)e mod. Z.

Therefore we have

Z'S:S's:R/Z
as topological groups. Of course Z/ is compact. q. e. d.
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